Baldwin Boys Sweep U-17 And U-14 Titles
Veda Vignan Maha Vidya Peeth reigned supreme in the Parikrma Champions League beating St Clara's High School 1-0 in the final here on Saturday. The all-important goal was scored by Wanjingmut Jaba in the 35th minute.

Father Agnel High School finished third beating Farooq Higher Secondary School 7-6 via the tie-breaker in the play-off match.

Indus International School took the fifth place defeating Parikrma Centre For Learning 1-0.


Koushik shines
Baldwin Boys High School completed a double after their U-17 and U-14 teams clinched the Baldwin Shield Inter-School football tournament in Bengaluru on Saturday. Koushik scored three goals as the Baldwin U-14 team crushed St John's 5-1. In the U-17 final, Baldwin beat SJBHS 3-2 in a tense match. Manasvi (2 goals) and Bilal struck for the winners while Sherwin and Sunny found the net for St Joseph's Boys High School. Results: U-17: Baldwin Boys HS: 3 (Manasvi 2; Bilal 1) bt St Joseph's Boys HS: 2 (Sherwin 1, Sunny 1). U-14: Baldwin Boys HS: 5 (Koushik 3; Bonus 1; Shaan 1) bt St John's HS: 1 (Chinmaya 1). Special awards: U-17: Best goalkeeper: Siddanth B (SJBHS); Best forward: Kiran (St. John's HS); Best defender: Dharshan (Baldwins); Highest scorer: Manasvi (Baldwins); Player of the Tournament: Moinuddin (Baldwins). U-14: Best goalkeeper: Bhaivesh (Clarence HS); Best forward: Shahaan (Baldwins); Best defender: Dylan (SJBHS); Highest scorer: Koushik (Baldwins); Player of the Tournament: Bonus (Baldwins).

Nihal scores hat-trick
Nihal scored a hat-trick as St Joseph's College of Commerce routed Sheshadripuram Evening Degree College 8-0 in the Rotary Indiranagar KSFA President's Cup inter-college football tournament on Saturday. Results: Jain University CMS: 3 (Yash 14, Rahul 37, 50) bt Cathedral Composite PU: 2 (Gabriel 28, Shankar 36); St Joseph's College of Arts & Science: 5 (Bohit 6, 13, Jades 37, 48, Likith 11) bt Sri Chaitanya PU College: 0; Christ University 'A': 6 (Maman 3, 36; Laun 21, Sudeep 25, Shanom 33, Pratap 38) bt RV Institute of Management: 0; St Joseph's College of Commerce: 8 (Nihal 2, 7, 19, Shamir 8, Pao 12, Surender 16, Ashwin 26, Akaash 37) bt Sheshadripuram Evening Degree College: 0. On Sunday: CMR Inst. of Management Studies vs St Joseph's PU evening College, Vidyaavahini 1st Grade Col vs RBANMSPU College, New Baldwin PUC vs RV Institute of Management, Jain University vs Sheshadripuram Evening Degree College.
The Veda Vignan Maha Vidya Peeth football team, winners of the Parikrma CL tournament